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ABSTRACT. We show that the celebrated operad of pre-Lie algebras is very rigid: it has
no “non-obvious” degrees of freedom from either of the three points of view: defor-
mations of maps to and from the “three graces of operad theory”, homotopy automor-
phisms, and operadic twisting. Examining the latter, it is possible to answer two ques-
tions of Markl from 2005, including a Lie-theoretic version of the Deligne conjecture.

INTRODUCTION

Recall that a pre-Lie algebra is a vector space equipped with a bilinear operation
a,b 7→ a ⊳b satisfying the identity

(a1 ⊳a2)⊳a3 −a1 ⊳ (a2 ⊳a3) = (a1 ⊳a3)⊳a2 −a1 ⊳ (a3 ⊳a2),

known as the pre-Lie identity or the right-symmetric identity. Pre-Lie algebras appear in
a wide range of contexts across pure and applied mathematics, from algebra and com-
binatorics to differential geometry, numerical methods, and theory of renormalisation.
In this paper, we study the operad of pre-Lie algebras from the homotopy theory view-
point.

It is almost immediate from the definition that each pre-Lie algebra may be regarded
as a Lie algebra with the bracket [a,b] := a ⊳ b − b ⊳ a, each associative algebra may
be regarded as a pre-Lie algebra, and, of course, each commutative associative alge-
bra may be regarded as a pre-Lie algebra. These facts correspond to statements on the
level of operads: namely, there are maps of the corresponding operads which induce
these functors between categories of algebras. The first goal of this paper is to show that
deformation complexes of these maps to and from the operad PreLie are acyclic. More-
over, the deformation complex of the identity map of the operad PreLie is also acyclic,
implying that the only homotopy automorphisms of the operad PreLie are the intrinsic
ones given by re-scaling. Our second goal is to study the result of applying to the operad
PreLie the general construction of operadic twisting due to Thomas Willwacher [37]. We
compute the homology of the operad Tw(PreLie), showing that it coincides with the op-
erad Lie. Our main motivation to study the operad Tw(PreLie) was coming from search
of operations that are naturally defined on deformation complexes of maps of operads.
Our theorem shows that the only homotopy invariant structure one may define functo-
rially starting from the convolution pre-Lie algebra structure is that of a dg Lie algebra.

Both results of this paper are strongly connected to Martin Markl’s work on deforma-
tion theory. Deformation theory of maps of operads was developed by van der Laan [35]
drawing as an inspiration from Markl’s work on models for operads and the cotangent
cohomology [28, 29]. Moreover, it appears that the first time the deformation complex
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of the identity map of a Koszul operad received substantial attention was in paper [30]
where Markl proposed a general framework for studying natural operations on homol-
ogy of deformation complexes; in that paper, the deformation complex of the identity
map was christened the “soul of the cohomology of P-algebras”. (A perhaps unfortu-
nate consequence of this terminology is that cohomology of algebras over many impor-
tant operads ends up being soulless.) That paper also features Markl’s version of the
Deligne conjecture for the operad Lie [30, Conj. 7] stating that the shifted Lie algebra
structure is the only natural homotopy invariant algebraic structure defined on cotan-
gent complexes of Lie algebras; this led to a sequel paper [31] where Markl gave a beau-
tiful but mysterious cohomological description of Lie elements in free pre-Lie algebras.
In fact, we found a way to de-mystify that description: the cryptic construction of the
operad rPL in [31] is best understood in the context of the operadic twisting, as a layer
of the operad Tw(PreLie), answering Markl’s question on higher homology of rPL. Our
approach also brought us to a realisation that an earlier result of Willwacher [38, Th. 3.6]
essentially resolves Markl’s version of the Deligne conjecture for deformations of Lie al-
gebras. In view of all these connections, it is only natural that we wish to dedicate our
work to Martin for his birthday, wishing him many happy returns of the day.

Our arguments use filtration arguments that appear quite often when working with
graph complexes [37, 38], so in addition to furnishing the proofs of several new results,
this paper hopefully might serve a pedagogical purpose, giving the reader an insight
into several useful tricks that are normally hidden deep inside very condensed papers.

For all the relevant definition from the operad theory we refer the reader to the mono-
graph [27]. All vector spaces in this paper are defined over a field k of characteristic zero,
and all chain complexes are homological (with the differential of degree −1). We use the
symbol s to handle suspensions, and the symbol S for operadic suspensions. When
writing down elements of operads, we use small latin letters as placeholders; for argu-
ments of nontrivial homological degrees, there are extra signs which arise via the usual
Koszul sign rule from applying operations to arguments.

1. COMBINATORICS RELATED TO THE PRE-LIE OPERAD

Most of the arguments of this paper rely on the description of the operad PreLie con-
trolling pre-Lie algebras in terms of labelled rooted trees due to Chapoton and Liver-
net [8] (which was perhaps known to Cayley [5]). In modern terms, the underlying S-
module of the operad PreLie is the linearisation of the species RT of labelled rooted
trees, and the operadic insertion of trees can be described combinatorially as follows.
For a labelled rooted tree S ∈ RT(J ) and a labelled rooted tree T ∈ RT(I ), the composi-
tion T ◦i S is equal to the sum ∑

f : inT (i)→J

T ◦
f

i
S,

where the sum is over all functions f from the set of incoming edges of the vertex la-

belled i to the set J of all vertices of S: the labelled rooted tree T ◦
f

i
S is obtained by

grafting the tree S in the place of the vertex i , and grafting the subtrees growing from
the vertex i in T at the vertices of S according to the function f , so that the set of incom-
ing edges of each vertex j becomes inS( j )⊔ f −1( j ). For example, we have

'&%$ !"#1
❂❂
❂ '&%$ !"#3

✁✁
✁

'&%$ !"#2
◦2

'&%$ !"#a

'&%$ !"#c
=

'&%$ !"#1
❄❄

❄ '&%$ !"#a '&%$ !"#3
⑧⑧
⑧

'&%$ !"#c
+

'&%$ !"#1
❄❄
❄ '&%$ !"#3

⑧⑧
⑧

'&%$ !"#a

'&%$ !"#c

+

'&%$ !"#3

'&%$ !"#1
❄❄

❄ '&%$ !"#a

'&%$ !"#c

+

'&%$ !"#1

'&%$ !"#a '&%$ !"#3
⑧⑧
⑧

'&%$ !"#c

.
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The Koszul dual operad PreLie
! is also very easy to describe combinatoriallly. That

operad is usually denoted Perm, and the corresponding algebras are called permutative
algebras; a permutative algebra is an associative algebra that additionally satisfies the
identity a1a2a3 = a1a3a2. It is clear that the underlying species of the operadPerm is the
species of sets with one marked element (the first element of the n-fold product), so the
corresponding representation of the symmetric group is the standard permutation rep-
resentation. While permutative algebras themselves do not often arise naturally, the op-
erad Perm is used in an important general construction of the operad theory going back
to work of Chapoton [6]: for any operad P , one may define the operad of P-dialgebras
as the Hadamard product P ⊗

H
Perm. Intuitively, one should think of P-dialgebras as

of P-algebras with one element underlined. In some proofs of this paper, we shall en-
counter associative dialgebras [26] and pre-Lie dialgebras [13, 21].

2. DEFORMATION THEORY FOR MAPS OF KOSZUL OPERADS

In this section, we assume each operad P reduced (P(0) = 0), connected (P(1) ∼= k),
and with finite-dimensional components. We begin with briefly recalling a particular
case of the general results of [33, 35] that highlight the role of pre-Lie algebras in defor-
mation theory; these instances of pre-Lie algebras serve as a motivation for Section 5 of
this paper. Let P be a Koszul operad, and let f : P →Q be a map from P to a dg op-
erad Q. In this case, the general recipe for computing the deformation complex of the
map f produces a small and tractable chain complex in several easy steps. First, one
should consider the convolution operad between the Koszul dual cooperad of P and
the dg operad Q; its underlying dg S-module is Hom(P ¡,Q), and the operad composi-
tion maps ◦i are computed using the general philosophy behind convolution products:
to evaluate the operadic composition φ◦i ψ on α∈P ¡, one applies the cooperad decom-
position map ∆i of the cooperad P ¡ to α, computes the tensor product of maps φ⊗ψ

on the result, and computes the composition ◦i of the operad Q. As any operad, the
convolution operad can be made into a pre-Lie algebra using the formula

φ⊳ψ=
∑

i

φ◦i ψ.

One can check that invariants of symmetric groups are closed under this convolution
product, so one may consider the following convolution pre-Lie algebra

HomS(P ¡,Q) :=
∏
n≥1

Hom(P ¡(n),Q(n))Sn .

Finally, using the Lie bracket [a,b] := a ⊳b −b ⊳ a mentioned in the introduction, one
may consider that space as a Lie algebra called the convolution (Lie) algebra; it is a dg
Lie algebra (with zero differential if the operad Q has zero differential). Recall that the
Maurer–Cartan equation in a dg Lie algebra (L, [−,−],d) is the equation

d(α)+
1

2
[α,α] = 0,

and elements α of degree −1 satisfying this condition are called Maurer–Cartan ele-
ments; it is possible to show that in our case of the convolution Lie algebra, Maurer–
Cartan elements correspond to maps of operads from P∞ =Ω(P ¡) to Q. In general, a
Maurer–Cartan element in a Lie algebra can be used to twist the differential, letting

dα = d + [α,−].
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We shall twist the differential in our dg Lie algebra using a particular Maurer–Cartan
element α corresponding to the map from P∞ to Q that is obtained from f by the pre-
composition with the projection P∞։ P . By definition, the deformation complex of

map f is the dg Lie algebra

Def( f : P →Q) :=
(
HomS(P ¡,Q), [−,−],dα

)
.

Maurer–Cartan elements of that differential graded Lie algebra, that is elements λ of
degree −1 satisfying

dα(λ)+
1

2
[λ,λ] = 0,

correspond to infinitesimal deformations of the morphism f , and gauge equivalence of
such corresponds to equivalence of deformations; thus, this complex essentially con-
trols the deformation theory of the map f . In fact, one may replace the deformation
complex by its homology with the transferred L∞-algebra structure: that L∞-algebra
is filtered, so one may work with its Maurer–Cartan elements instead, not losing any
information [3, 10].

We remark that it is common to remove the counit from the cooperad P ¡ and define

the deformation complex as
(
HomS(P ¡,Q),dα

)
. Since our operads are assumed to be

connected, the difference between the two complexes is a one-dimensional space, so
it accounts just for one extra homology class. (If Q = P , the corresponding homology
class accounts for the inner derivation of P given by the commutator with the operad
unit, or, after exponentiation, to re-scaling operations [24, Rem. 6.3.3].) We prefer to
work with the bigger complex HomS(P ¡,Q), since it allows for more elegant results;
however, it is important to remember that the abovementioned extra homology class
always exists.

Let us record here a homology computation (due to Markl) for deformation complex
of the identity map for each of the “three graces of operad theory” which is one of the
earliest such computations in the literature1; particular cases of these results (for the
homology in degrees 1 and 2) have also recently been re-proved in [1].

Theorem 2.1 ([30, Th. 13 & Ex. 14]). The following complexes are acyclic:

(1) the deformation complex of the identity map of the Lie operad,

(2) the deformation complex of the identity map of the commutative operad,

(3) the deformation complex of the identity map of the associative operad.

Suppose that P = T (X )/(R) and Q = T (Y )/(S) are two Koszul operads, and let
f : P → Q be a map of operads induced by a map of quadratic data (X ,R) → (Y ,S);
we use the notation f◦ : X → Y for the corresponding map of generators. A map of
quadratic data also induces a map of Koszul dual cooperads f ¡ : P ¡ → Q¡. Moreover,
under the finite-dimensionality assumptions imposed in the beginning of this section,
one may dualise and take the Hadamard tensor product of the map f ∗

◦ : Y∗ →X ∗ with
s−1S−1 to obtain a well defined map of operads f ! : Q! →P !. Unlike in the case of linear
duality, it is not possible to predict what properties the Koszul dual map of a map of
operads would have:

– the Koszul dual of the surjection PreLie → Com is the map Lie → Perm which is
neither surjective nor injective (in fact, one can prove that the image of that map is
isomorphic to the operad of Lie algebras satisfying the identity [[a1, a2], [a3, a4]]= 0),

1It would be fair to note that the argument of [30, Ex. 14] needs a minor correction: for n ≥ 3 the Sn -
module Lie(n) does not contain the sign representation [20], so the deformation complexes for the identity
maps of operads Com and Lie almost completely collapse even before passing to the homology.
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– the Koszul dual of the embedding Lie→PreLie is the surjection Perm→Com,
– the Koszul dual of the surjection PreLie→Ass is the surjection Ass→Perm.

However, deformation complexes behave well under Koszul duality, as we shall now
show.

Theorem 2.2. We have an isomorphism of differential graded Lie algebras

Def( f : P →Q) ∼= Def( f ! : Q!
→P !).

Proof. Throughout this proof, we shall assume for simplicity that our operads are gener-
ated by binary operations; the theorem holds in full generality, and we invite the reader
to adapt the proof for the general case. The Maurer–Cartan element α corresponding to
the map f in the convolution Lie algebra HomS(P ¡,Q) is equal to s−1 f◦, where

s−1 f◦ ∈ s−1 HomS(X ,Y ) ∼= HomS(sX ,Y ) ⊂ HomS(P ¡,Q).

Let us examine the formula for the deformation complex a bit closer. Using [27, Sec. 7.2.3],
we note that the underlying S-module of the convolution operad Hom(P ¡,Q) is

(P ¡)∗ ⊗
H
Q∼=S ⊗

H
P !

⊗
H
Q,

with the operad structure given by the factor-wise operad structure on the Hadamard
tensor product, and that the S-module of generators of the Koszul dual operad P ! is
s−1S−1 ⊗

H
X ∗. In particular, theS-submodule s−1X ∗ ⊗

H
Q∼= Hom(sX ,Q) of Hom(P ¡,Q)

consisting of maps supported at the cogenerators of P ¡ is identified with the submodule

S ⊗
H

(
s−1S−1

⊗
H
X ∗

)
⊗
H
Q

of the Hadamard product, and the space s−1 HomS(X ,Y ) is identified with
(
S(2)⊗ (s−1S−1(2)⊗X ∗(2))⊗Y (2)

)S
.

Let us denote by µ the basis element s−1 ∈ ks−1 ∼= S(2) and by ν the basis element
s ∈ ks ∼= S−1(2). If we denote by {xi } a basis of X (2) and by {x∨

i
= s−1ν⊗ x∗

i
} the cor-

responding basis of X !(2), the element in the Hadamard product corresponding to the
Maurer–Cartan element α used to twist the differential is

∑
i µ⊗x∨

i
⊗ f (xi ). Since the op-

erad Q is Koszul, we may use the same techniques for the map f !. The corresponding
convolution operad is

S ⊗
H
P !

⊗
H
Q∼=S ⊗

H
Q⊗

H
P ! ∼=S ⊗

H
(Q!)!

⊗
H
P !.

We note that this operad is isomorphic to the convolution operad corresponding to the
morphism f . Consequently, the convolution Lie algebra on HomS(P ¡,Q) is isomorphic
to that on HomS((Q!)¡,P !). The canonical isomorphism

HomS(X ,Y ) ∼= HomS(Y∗,X ∗)

sends f◦ to f ∗
◦ , which easily implies that under our identifications the Maurer–Cartan

elements corresponding to f and f ! are identified. This completes the proof. �

In a particular case where P = Q and the map f is the identity map, this theorem
states that the deformation theory of the identity map is the same for a Koszul operad
and its dual. In the case of associative algebras (i.e. operads concentrated in arity one),
the deformation complex of the identity map of a Koszul algebra A defined above has
the same homotopy type as the Hochschild cohomology complex C−•(A, A); for the case
of operads it is an appropriate generalisation of the Hochschild complex. The fact that
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for a Koszul associative algebra the homotopy type of that differential graded Lie algebra
is invariant under Koszul duality is due to Keller [19].

3. DEFORMATION COMPLEXES OF MAP BETWEEN THE PRE-LIE OPERAD AND THE “THREE

GRACES”

In this section, we show that the maps between the operad PreLie and the operads
Com, Lie and Ass, christened by Jean–Louis Loday the “three graces of operad theory”,
are homotopically rigid. It is easy to show that there are, up to re-scaling, just three such
maps mentioned in the introduction: the projection from PreLie to Com sending the
pre-Lie product to the product in the commutative operad, the map from Lie to PreLie

sending [a,b] to a ⊳b −b ⊳a, and the projection from PreLie to Ass sending the pre-Lie
product to the associative product.

3.1. The map to the commutative operad. Our first vanishing theorem uses a simple
representation-theoretic argument.

Theorem 3.1. The deformation complex of the projection PreLie→Com is acyclic.

Proof. Here, one uses the convolution algebra
∏

n≥1 HomSn (PreLie¡(n),Com(n)) with
the differential [α,−]; the element α sends s(a1 ⊳ a2) to a1 · a2. The Sn-module iso-
morphism PreLie

¡(n) ∼= sn−1 sgnn ⊗Perm(n) implies that
∏
n≥1

HomSn (PreLie¡(n),Com(n))∼=
∏
n≥1

s1−n HomSn (Perm(n),sgnn).

Since the Sn-module Perm(n) is isomorphic to the standard permutation representa-
tion, it does not contain the sign representation for n ≥ 3, and the respective Hom-
spaces (computing the multiplicities of the sign representations) vanish. It follows that
the convolution Lie algebra is concentrated in degrees zero and −1; the differential of
the class of degree 0 kills the class of degree −1. �

Using Theorem 2.2, we obtain the Koszul dual result.

Corollary 3.2. The deformation complex of the map Lie→Perm is acyclic.

3.2. The map from the Lie operad. Our result of this section is the first slightly non-
trivial rigidity theorem involving the pre-Lie operad. A similar but much simpler argu-
ment shows that the deformation complex of the analogous map from the Lie operad to
the associative operad is also acyclic.

Theorem 3.3. The deformation complex of the inclusion Lie→PreLie is acyclic.

Proof. Here, one uses the convolution algebra
∏

n≥1
HomSn (Lie¡(n),PreLie(n)) with the

differential [α,−]; the element α sends s[a1, a2] to a1 ⊳a2 − a2 ⊳a1. Because of the iso-
morphisms

∏
n≥1

HomSn (Lie¡(n),PreLie(n))

∼=
∏
n≥1

HomSn (sn−1 sgnn ,PreLie(n)) ∼= s
∏
n≥2

PreLie(n)⊗Sn (ks−1)⊗n ,

it is obvious that if we shift the homological degrees by one, that algebra may be identi-
fied with the underlying space of the free pre-Lie algebra generated by the element s−1.
Elements of that space are combinations of unlabelled rooted trees (or, rather, rooted
trees whose vertices are all labelled s−1). The Maurer–Cartan element α in this case is
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the tree . The differential dα is the “usual” graph complex differential [22]: the image

of each tree T is obtained as a sum of two terms:
– the sum over all vertices of T of all possible ways to split that vertex into two, and

to connect the incoming edges of that vertex to one of the two vertices thus obtained,
taken with the plus sign (corresponding to operadic insertions of the Maurer–Cartan
element at vertices of T ):

◆◆◆. . . . . .♣♣♣❧❧❧❧
 

∑ ❊❊. . .qqq
❏❏❏ . . .

⑥⑥

– grafting the tree T at the new root, taken with the minus sign, and the sum of all
possible ways to create one extra black leaf, taken with the plus sign (corresponding to
operadic insertions of T at vertices of the Maurer–Cartan element).

The acyclicity of this complex can be proved by the following version of an argument
of Willwacher [37, Prop. 3.4]. Let us call an antenna of a tree T a maximal connected
subtree consisting of vertices of valences 1 and 2 (in particular, each leaf of T is in-
cluded in its own antenna); a tree can be viewed as a “core” without vertices of valence 1
with several antennas attached to it. Let us consider the filtration of our complex by the
size of the core. The first differential of the corresponding spectral sequence is a sum of
terms adding edges to individual antennas, and can be easily seen acyclic. Indeed, we
may first consider planar rooted trees, fixing a total order on the children of each ver-
tex; this forces the graph automorphisms to disappear, and the first page of our spectral
sequence is the tensor product of acyclic complexes for (the non-empty set of) individ-
ual antennas; dealing with trees without a fixed planar structure amounts to taking the
subcomplex of invariants with respect to graph automorphisms, which is acyclic since
it splits as a direct summand due to the Maschke theorem. �

Using Theorem 2.2, we obtain the Koszul dual result.

Corollary 3.4. The deformation complex of the quotient map Perm→Com is acyclic.

3.3. The map to the associative operad. The next result can be viewed as a toy model
of a deeper result proved in Section 4.

Theorem 3.5. The deformation complex of the quotient map PreLie→Ass is acyclic.

Proof. Here, one uses the convolution algebra
∏

n≥1
HomSn (PreLie¡(n),Ass(n)) with the

differential [α,−]; the element α sends s(a1⊳a2) to a1 ·a2. TheSn-module isomorphism
PreLie

¡(n) ∼= sn−1 sgnn ⊗Perm(n) implies that
∏
n≥1

HomSn (PreLie¡(n),Ass(n)) ∼= s
∏
n≥1

(Ass(n)⊗Perm(n))⊗Sn (ks−1)⊗n ,

so if we shift the homological degrees by one, this convolution Lie algebra may be iden-
tified with the underlying space of the free associative dialgebra generated by the ele-
ment s−1. The Maurer–Cartan element α in this case is binary product a1a2 with the

first element underlined. If we denote by ei
n the product of n copies of s−1 where the

i -th factor is underlined, we have

d(ei
n) = ei

n+1 + (−1)n−1e1
n+1 −

i−1∑

k=1
(−1)k−1ei+1

n+1 −

n∑

k=i

(−1)k−1ei
n+1

= ei
n+1 + (−1)n−1e1

n+1 −
1+ (−1)i

2
ei+1

n+1 + (−1)i 1+ (−1)n−i

2
ei

n+1,
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or in other words,

d(ei
n ) =





e1
n+1, i odd ,n odd ,

ei
n+1 −e1

n+1, i odd ,n even ,

ei
n+1 +e1

n+1 −ei+1
n+1, i even ,n odd ,

−ei+1
n+1 −e1

n+1, i even ,n even .

We note that the span of all e1
n is an acyclic subcomplex (it is in fact isomorphic to the

deformation complex of the map Lie → Ass), and the quotient by that subcomplex is
also acyclic. �

Using Theorem 2.2, we obtain the Koszul dual result.

Corollary 3.6. The deformation complex of the quotient map Ass→Perm is acyclic.

4. DEFORMATION COMPLEX OF THE PRE-LIE OPERAD

In this section, we use intuition coming from examples of Section 3 to prove the
first “serious” rigidity theorem: the acyclicity of the deformation complex of the operad
PreLie. As mentioned in the introduction, this result implies that the group of homotopy
automorphisms of the operad PreLie is the action of k× by intrinsic automorphisms: the
element λ∈ k

× rescales each component PreLie(n) by λn−1.

Theorem 4.1. The deformation complex of the identity map PreLie→PreLie is acyclic.

Proof. Here, one works with the convolution algebra
∏

n≥1
HomSn (PreLie¡(n),PreLie(n))

equipped with the differential [α,−]; the element α sends s(a1 ⊳a2) to a1 ⊳a2. Arguing
as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we see that

∏
n≥1

HomSn (PreLie¡(n),PreLie(n)) ∼= s
∏
n≥1

(PreLie(n)⊗Perm(n))⊗Sn (ks−1)⊗n ,

so if we shift the homological degrees by one, this convolution Lie algebra may be identi-
fied with the underlying space of the free pre-Lie dialgebra generated by the element s−1 .
For the reader who prefers a more combinatorial viewpoint, we would like to indicate
that on the level of species, the set RT(n)⊗Perm(n) represents Joyal’s vertebrates on
n labelled vertices [17]. Elements of that space are combinations of unlabelled rooted
trees (or, rather, rooted trees whose vertices are all labelled s−1) where one of the ver-
tices (root or non-root) is distinguished; we call that vertex “special” and other vertices

“normal”. The Maurer–Cartan elementα in this case is the tree �������� , where the black vertex

is normal, and the white vertex is special: the distinguished vertex of the tree encoding
the identity map of the operad PreLie is the root vertex. The differential dα is similar to
the usual graph complex differential: the image of each tree T is obtained as a sum of
three terms:

– the sum over all normal vertices of T of all possible ways to split that vertex into
two normal ones, and to connect the incoming edges of that vertex to one of the two
vertices thus obtained, taken with the plus sign (corresponding to operadic insertions
of the Maurer–Cartan element at normal vertices of T ):

◆◆◆. . . . . .♣♣♣❧❧❧❧
 

∑ ❊❊. . .qqq
❏❏❏ . . .

⑥⑥

– the sum over all possible ways to split the special vertex into two, and to connect
the incoming edges of that vertex to one of the two vertices thus obtained, so that the
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one of the two vertices that is closer to root becomes the special vertex of the new tree
(corresponding to the operadic insertion of the Maurer–Cartan element at the special
vertex):

◆◆◆. . . . . .♣♣♣❧❧❧❧��������  
∑ ❊❊. . .qqq

❏❏❏ . . .
⑥⑥��������

– grafting the tree T at the new root that becomes the special vertex in the new tree,
taken with the minus sign, and the sum of all possible ways to create one extra normal
leaf, taken with the plus sign (corresponding to operadic insertions of T at vertices of
the Maurer–Cartan element).

To compute the homology of this complex, we shall argue in two steps. First, let us
consider the space spanned by all trees whose special vertex is the root vertex (the de-
generate vertebrates of [17]). It is clear that this space is a subcomplex, and forgetting
about the speciality of the root identifies this subcomplex with the standard graph com-
plex discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Thus, it is acyclic. The quotient by this sub-
complex is spanned by the trees whose root vertex is normal. Let us consider the spine of
such a tree defined as the path connecting the root to the special vertex. Clearly, the dif-
ferential is made of terms that preserve the length of the spine and terms that increase
it. We may consider the filtration for which the associated graded differential preserves
the length of the spine. That associated graded complex splits as a sum of complexes
with the spine of given length m, and such summand is the m-fold tensor product of
complexes corresponding to the individual trees attached along the vertices of the spine
(this is a homological version of the relationship about vertebrates and rooted trees [17,
Ex. 9]). Each factor attached at a normal vertex is the standard graph complex discussed
in the proof of Theorem 3.3, and since the root vertex is normal, there is at least one
such factor. It remains to use the Künneth formula to complete the proof. �

Using Theorem 2.2, we obtain the Koszul dual result.

Corollary 4.2. The deformation complex of the identity map Perm→Perm is acyclic.

5. TWISTING OF THE PRE-LIE OPERAD

General operadic twisting was defined by Willwacher [37, Appendix I] to work with
Kontsevich’s graph complexes; it is an endofunctor of the category of differential graded
operads equipped with a morphism from the operad of shifted L∞-algebras. There ex-
ists a counterpart of that endofunctor for operads equipped with a morphism from the
operad L∞, see [9, Sec. 3.5]. In particular, the general definition can be applied to a dg
operad (P ,dP ) equipped with a map of dg operads f : (Lie,0) → (P ,dP ) that sends the
generator of Lie to a certain binary operation of P that we denote [−,−]. In this case,
the operad Tw(P), the result of applying the twisting procedure to the operad P , is a
differential graded operad that can be defined as follows [12]. Denote by α a new op-
eration of arity 0 and degree −1. The underlying non-differential operad of Tw(P) is
the completed coproduct àP ∨kα. To define the differential, one performs two steps.

First, one considers the operad MC(P) =
(
àP ∨kα,dP +dMC

)
encoding dg P-algebras

with a Maurer–Cartan element; its differential is the sum of the differential of P and
the differential dMC which vanishes on P and satisfies dMC(α) =−

1
2 [α,α]. The element

ℓα1 ∈ MC(P)(1) defined by the formula ℓα1 (a1) = [α, a1] is an operadic Maurer–Cartan
element of MC(P) which we can use to twist the differential of that operad. One puts

Tw(P)=
(
àP ∨kα,dTw = dP +dMC + [ℓα1 ,−]

)
.
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The reason to be interested in the operad Tw(P) is the following. Suppose that A is a dg
P-algebra, and suppose that α is a Maurer–Cartan element of the algebra A viewed as
a Lie algebra. As discussed in Section 2, one can twist the differential of A; the twisted
dg Lie algebra (A,dα) can in fact be extended to a Tw(P)-algebra structure. It is worth
noting that for the operation [−,−] inside P ⊂ Tw(P) we have dTw([−,−]) = 0 since the
operation [−,−] is annihilated by dP and satisfies the Jacobi identity. This means that
there is a map of dg operads from (Lie,0) to Tw(P), so each Tw(P)-algebra has a functo-
rial dg Lie algebra structure.

Let us remark that for each operad P with zero differential, all operations in the im-
age of dTw contain at least one occurrence of α. Thus, the image of Lie in Tw(P) on the
level of cohomology is isomorphic to the image of the map f : Lie→ P . In case of the
operadPreLie, the map Lie→PreLie is injective (even the composite Lie→PreLie→Ass

is injective) so the inclusion of dg operads Lie→ Tw(PreLie) is injective on the level of
homology. We shall now prove that the homology of the operad Tw(PreLie) is exhausted
by the image of that inclusion.

Theorem 5.1. The inclusion of dg operads (Lie,0) → Tw(PreLie) induces a homology iso-

morphism.

Proof. This result is close to [38, Th. 3.6]; its proof, like the one in loc. cit., mimics [25,
Lemma 8.5]. We shall examine the differential more carefully and then argue by induc-
tion on arity. The arity n component Tw(PreLie)(n) is spanned by rooted trees with “nor-
mal” vertices labelled 1, . . ., n and a certain number of “special” vertices labelled α. The
differential in Tw(PreLie) is similar to the usual graph complex differential: the image of
each tree T is obtained as a sum of three terms:

– the sum over all possible ways to split a normal vertex into a normal one retaining
the label and a special one, and to connect the incoming edges of that vertex to one of
the two vertices thus obtained, so that the term where the vertex further from the root
retains the label is taken with the plus sign, and the other term is taken with the minus
sign (corresponding to the operadic insertions of ℓα1 at labelled vertices):

■■■. . . . . .
✉✉✉♦♦♦

♦
/.-,()*+s  

∑
❃❃. . .

✉✉/.-,()*+s
❆❆ . . .

✝✝/.-,()*+α
−

❅❅. . .
✉✉/.-,()*+α
❆❆
. . .
✟✟/.-,()*+s

– the sum over all special vertices of T of all possible ways to split that vertex into two
special ones, and to connect the incoming edges of that vertex to one of the two vertices
thus obtained, taken with the plus sign (corresponding to computing the differential of
the Maurer–Cartan element, since we have dTw(α) = d(α)+ℓα1 (α) = − 1

2 [α,α]+ [α,α] =
1
2 [α,α] =α⊳α):

■■. . . . . .
✉✉♦♦♦
♦

/.-,()*+α  
∑

❅❅. . .
tt/.-,()*+α
❈❈ . . .

✝✝/.-,()*+α

– grafting the tree T at the new special root, taken with the minus sign, and the sum of
all possible ways to create one extra special leaf, taken with the plus sign (corresponding
to operadic insertions of the tree T at the only vertex of ℓα1 ).

In particular, we note that Tw(PreLie)(0) is, as a complex, isomorphic to the defor-
mation complex of the inclusion Lie→PreLie from Theorem 3.3, and as such is acyclic.
Consider some arity n > 0, and the decomposition Tw(PreLie)(n) =V (n)⊕W (n), where
V (n) is spanned by the trees where the normal vertex with label 1 has less than two
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incident edges, and W (n) is spanned by the trees where the normal vertex with la-
bel 1 has at least two incident edges. The differential has components mapping V (n)
to V (n), mapping W (n) to V (n), and mapping W (n) to W (n). We consider the filtration
F • Tw(PreLie)(n) for which F pV (n) is spanned by trees from V (n) with at least p edges
and F pW (n) is spanned by trees from W (n) with at least p +1 edges. In the associated
spectral sequence, the first differential is merely the part of the full differential that maps
W (n) to V (n); it takes the normal vertex labelled 1 in T , makes this vertex special, and
creates a new normal univalent vertex labelled 1 that is connected to v :

❁❁. . .✂✂/.-,()*+1 7→

/.-,()*+1
❍❍

❍ ✻✻ . . .
✟✟/.-,()*+α .

This map is clearly injective. For n = 1 its cokernel is spanned by the single one-vertex
tree with its normal vertex labelled 1, proving that Lie(1) → Tw(PreLie)(1) is a quasi-
isomorphism. For n > 1, the cokernel is spanned by the trees T for which the normal
vertex labelled 1 is univalent and connected to another normal one. It can be thus split
into a direct sum of subcomplexes according to the number k of that latter normal ver-
tex; the number of such subcomplexes in arity n is equal to n−1. We may proceed by in-
duction by erasing the normal vertex labelled 1: each of these subcomplexes is assumed
to have homology Lie(n −1) of dimension (n −2)!, so the total dimension of homology
of Tw(PreLie) in arity n is (n−1)! which is the same as the dimension of Lie(n), implying
that the inclusion of the operad Lie in H•(Tw(PreLie)) is an isomorphism. �

6. APPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESULTS

6.1. Lie elements in pre-Lie algebras. We shall now recall Markl’s criterion for Lie el-
ements in the free pre-Lie algebra PreLie(V ) generated by a vector space V [31], and
discuss its relationship to Theorem 5.1. To state that criterion, one builds the pre-Lie
algebra rPL(V ) (where ‘r’ stands for ‘reduced’) defined by the formula

rPL(V ) :=
PreLie(V ⊕k◦)

(◦⊳◦)
,

where ◦ is an additional generator of degree −1. According to [31, Prop. 3.2], there is a
well defined map d : rPL(V ) → rPL(V ) of degree −1 that annihilates all generators and
satisfies d2 = 0, but, rather than making rPL(V ) a dg pre-Lie algebra, the condition

d(a ⊳b) = d(a)⊳b + (−1)|a|a ⊳d(b)+Q(a,b)

holds for Q(a,b)= (◦⊳a)⊳b −◦⊳ (a ⊳b).

Theorem 6.1 ([31, Th. 3.3]). The subspace of Lie elements in PreLie(V ) equals the kernel

of d on the space of degree 0 elements rPL(V )0
∼=PreLie(V ):

Lie(V ) ∼= ker(d : rPL(V )0 → rPL(V )−1).

In fact, as explained in loc. cit., one can define a differential graded operad rPL and
view the chain complex (rPL(V ),d) as the result of evaluating the Schur functor corre-
sponding to differential graded S-module rPL on the vector space V . Armed with this
understanding and recalling that d(a ⊳b)−d(a)⊳b − (−1)|a|a ⊳d(b) is simply the op-
eradic differential ∂(−⊳−) = [d ,−⊳−] evaluated on a ⊗b, we infer that the differential
of the dg operad rPL is fully defined by its value on the pre-Lie product (−⊳−) which is
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equal to Q(−,−). We now note that in terms of rooted trees one has

Q(a,b)= (◦⊳a)⊳b −◦⊳ (a ⊳b) =
'&%$ !"#a

✺✺
✺✺

/.-,()*+b

✠✠
✠✠

��������
.

This brings us very close to the key revelation: in the operad Tw(PreLie), we have

dTw

( '&%$ !"#2

'&%$ !"#1

)
=

'&%$ !"#1
✽✽
✽✽

'&%$ !"#2

✝✝
✝✝

'&%$ !"#α
,

so one must think of the element ◦ as a shadow of the element α ∈ Tw(PreLie). Now we
are ready to make the connection precise. We note that the operadic ideal of Tw(PreLie)
generated by α⊳α is closed under differential, and so one may consider the filtration by
powers of that ideal and the associated graded chain complex. An argument identical to
that in the proof of Theorem 5.1 can be used to show that the homology of the associated
graded complex is already isomorphic to the operad Lie. In particular, one can prove the
following result, solving Markl’s problem [31, Problem 7.6].

Theorem 6.2. The quotient dg operad Tw(PreLie)/(α⊳α) is isomorphic to the dg operad

rPL, and the morphism (Lie,0) → rPL induces a homology isomorphism.

6.2. Natural operations on deformation complexes. As we mentioned earlier, one mo-
tivation for studying the operad Tw(P) comes from the search of operations that are nat-
urally defined on twisted dg Lie algebras coming from dg P-algebras. Since deforma-
tion complexes of operad maps discussed in Section 2 arise from pre-Lie algebras, the
twisted dg Lie algebra structure on each of them is in fact a part of a Tw(PreLie)-algebra
structure. Theorem 5.1 shows that the dg Lie algebra structure is the only homotopy
invariant structure one may define from this viewpoint. It is natural to ask if there are
other homotopy invariant operations on deformation complexes that one may exhibit.
A general framework to studying natural operations on the deformation complex of the
identity map of an algebra over a Koszul operad was proposed by Markl in [30], who
defined the most general dg operad BP acting on such a complex. That operad is not
very manageable in general, as it is spanned by operations indexed by certain decorated
trees labelled additionally by elements

Φa1,...,an ,a ∈P ¡(a1)⊗·· ·⊗P ¡(an)⊗P ¡(a)

for appropriate values of arities a1, . . . , an , a.
There are exactly two situations where the definition of the operad BP simplifies

rather drastically: the cases P = Lie and P = Ass. In each of these cases, the compo-
nents of P ¡ are, in sense, one-dimensional: for the Lie operad, that is literally true, while
for the associative operad, the components of the Koszul dual are free modules of rank
one over the group algebras of symmetric groups, and the symmetric group action can
be “hidden” in the decorations by means of making the trees planar. An exhaustive
study of the operad BAss was undertaken by Batanin and Markl [2] who established that
this operad has the homotopy type of the operad of singular chains on the little disks
operad, thus establishing what perhaps is the strongest form of the celebrated Deligne
conjecture stating that the Gerstenhaber algebra structure of the Hochschild cohomol-
ogy comes from the action of the operad of singular chains on the little disk operad on
the level of the deformation complex. By contrast, the operad BLie has not been care-
fully studied before; to the best of our knowledge, the only situation where that operad
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was used is the work of Markl on Lie elements in free pre-Lie algebras. Markl conjec-
tured [30, Conj. 7] that the operad BLie has the homotopy type of the operad Lie; we
shall now outline a proof of this conjecture.

Theorem 6.3 (Lie version of the Deligne conjecture). The operad of natural operations

on deformation complexes of Lie algebras has the homotopy type of the operad Lie.

Proof. First, as noted in [30], the intrinsic formality theorem [29, Prop. 3.4] guarantees
that it is enough to establish that H•(BLie) = Lie. Second, it is easy to extend the defini-
tion of the operad BP to include the case where P is a model of a Koszul operad, that
is the cobar complex of a Koszul cooperad P ¡. Examining the operad BLie∞

, we see that
it is very close to the operad Tw(PreLie); in fact, it is exactly the version of the operad
Tw(PreLie) where only trees whose special vertices have at least two children are al-
lowed; it was introduced by Willwacher in [38, Sec. 3.2]. According to [38, Th. 3.6] which
we already mentioned in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the homology of the latter operad is
isomorphic to the operad Lie. It remains to show that the operads BLie and BLie∞

are
quasi-isomorphic. The proof of this result repeats mutatis mutandis that of the theorem
asserting that operadic twisting itself preserves quasi-isomorphisms, see [9, Th. 5.1]. �

6.3. Planar trees and the brace operad. A natural companion of the pre-Lie operad
from the combinatorial viewpoint is the operadBrace of brace algebras discovered inde-
pendently by Getzler [16], Kadeishvili [18], and Ronco [34]. Algebraically, it is an operad
generated by infinitely many operations {a0; a1, . . . , an}, n ≥ 1, satisfying a rather com-
plicated system of identities. However, from the combinatorial point of view, one can
realise that operad using labelled planar rooted trees with operadic insertions described
by a planar analogue of the Chapoton–Livernet formula, see [7, 14]. Let us record here
two analogues of our results that can be proved by filtration arguments for graph com-
plexes made of planar trees.

Theorem 6.4. The following complexes are acyclic:

(1) the deformation complex of the map Lie → Brace sending [a1, a2] to {a1; a2}−
{a2; a1},

(2) the deformation complex of the map PreLie→Brace sending a1 ⊳a2 to {a1; a2}.

We note that deformaton theory of maps from the brace operad is much harder to
study since that operad is not quadratic and therefore not Koszul. One however may
apply the operadic twisting to that operad; the result is much more complicated than
that for the pre-Lie operad. In fact, according to [9, Th. 9.3], the differential graded op-
erad Tw(Brace) is quasi-isomorphic to the differential graded brace operad that promi-
nently features in various proofs of the Deligne conjecture [15, 23, 32, 36], which allows
to compute the homology of the operad Tw(Brace).

Theorem 6.5 ([9]). We have the operad isomorphism H•(Tw(Brace)) ∼=SGerst.

In particular, one has H0(Tw(Brace)) ∼= Lie, and, as indicated in [31, Sec. 1.4], one can
use it to describe Lie elements in free brace algebras. It is natural to ask for which Hopf
cooperads C we have H0(Tw(PreLieC )) ∼= Lie, where PreLieC is the operad of C-enriched
rooted trees [4, 11] which coincides with PreLie for C = uCom

∗ and with Brace for C =

uAss
∗. This question should be compared to a conjecture of Markl [30, Conjecture 22]

on the degree zero homology of the operad of natural operations BP .
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